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Industrial Cleaning Chemicals:

VIKING BAD AXE-534
Product description:
Heavy Duty Cleaner/Degreaser.
Bad Axe 534 is a superb, versatile organic liquid cleaner formulated for cleaning trucks, heavy equipment, train car
and bus washing.
With a unique mixture of synthetic detergents, solvents, sequestrants, corrosion inhibitors and wetting agents, it
makes short work of hard to clean jobs such as degreasing heavy equipment or oil stained concrete. Use a weak
mixture of Bad Axe 534 with water and have the most awesome brush wash detergent you’ve ever used. Makes
rubber ties look new again and bugs are quickly emulsified.

Instructions:
Clean construction equipment and train cars with a mixture of 1 parts Bad Axe 534 to 5 parts water. Spray on and
let soak for 3 minutes then wash with hot high pressure wash.
Hot high pressure wash tires running Bad Axe #534 through your pressure washer.
Clean shop floors with a mixture of 1 parts Bad Axe to 3 parts water. Generously soak your concrete floor with Bad
Axe and allow to dwell for 3 minutes, then hot high pressure wash. Your floor will look bleached and it will be oil
free.
Add from one pint to one quart of Bad Axe 534 to a 5 gallon bucket of water for a dynamite brush wash solution.
For general cleaning add 1-5 ounces of Bad Axe 534 for every one gallon of water depending on soil load.
Bad Axe can be used as a pre-soak. Mix 10:1 with water, spray on surface from bottom up, let stand for 2 minutes
and remove with hot high pressure from top to bottom.
Or……… use straight through the high pressure washers as an outstanding equipment cleaner. Mix ratio is
determined by how wide open the chemical metering valve on your machine is opened. Most down stream low
pressure injectors are set at 20:1.
Customer Benefits:
Bad Axe is highly recommended by brother in laws.
We often have guys come into our warehouse looking for that “brown stuff”. They usually say their brother in law
found an awesome liquid cleaner and recommended it but couldn’t remember who sold it.
Bad Axe 534 is biodegradable, great on diesel smoke, quickly loosens heavy soil, grease and grime.
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